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FIND THE
ILLUSTRATION
OF THE JUMPING
PENGUINS

Jumping penguins
Show the children the
illustration. Tell them that
penguins can launch themselves
out of the water onto dry land.
They can jump up to 1.80 metres
high when they do that.
How high has the penguin in the picture jumped? Let the children measure it in different
ways. Suggestions: measure it out using your fingers, measure it with a piece of thread,
measure it by laying buttons in a row, measure it using a measuring tool.
Build a high tower using blocks. How many blocks tall is the tower? Next, build towers using
plastic cups, sponges, books, Duplo blocks, etc. Which tower is the tallest?

Penguin PE
Go to the exercise room with the children. Prepare four corners according to the descriptions
below.
Divide the children into four groups. Tell them that they are penguins. Each group of penguins
starts in one of the corners. Show the children what to do in each corner. Agree on a signal
that you will give when it is time to move on to the next corner. Switch corners every few
minutes.
The launch
Penguins can launch themselves out of the water onto land. Place a high horse bench with a
thick mattress behind it. Use a PE bench to create a ramp up to the horse bench on the other
side. The children walk up onto the horse bench via the ramp and launch themselves by
jumping as high as they can.
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Waddling
Penguins waddle across the ice. Set up a balance beam and a bench. The children waddle
across them. Give the penguins an obstacle by placing an ice floe (cone) on the beam or bench.
Get the egg to the other side
Penguins transport their eggs on their feet. Place two cones some distance apart and provide
a number of balls. The children squeeze a ball between their calves and waddle or hop to the
other side. How many eggs make the trip without “breaking”?
Feeding fish
Penguins love fish. Mr and Mrs Penguin both feed their children. Place a number of hoops on
the floor and place toys or stuffed penguins in them. Place a rope some distance away. Place
toy fish by the rope. The children are penguin mums and dads and stand behind the rope,
throwing fish at their children in the hoop (nest).

Counting penguins
Look at the picture. Count the penguins. Mark the belly of each clearly visible penguin with a
number (optionally make and use a photocopy of the picture). Ask the children questions.
Suggestions:
• Point at the penguin with the number 5.
• Point at penguin 11.
• Which penguin is next to number 9?
• Which penguins are on either side of number 13?

“P” animals
Open the book to the image of the penguins and ask the children what the first letter of the
word “penguin” is. Ask the children to come up with more animals that start with the P sound.
Suggestions: puss, panda, parrot, pelican, parakeet, panther, pigeon, peacock, pony, puma,
puffin, pig.
Look for the animals in the book that start with a P and read out the associated did-you-know.

Find...
Tell the children a riddle based on a did-you-know about one of the animals in Jumping
Penguins and Crying Crocodiles. The children page through the book to find the correct animal.
Suggestions:
• This animal has eight arms and swims in the sea.
• This animal has a lot of spines on its back, but it’s not a hedgehog.
• This animal is a horse that can swim.
• This animal has two humps on its back and lives in the desert.
• This animal lives at night. It sleeps in dark caves.
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A proud penguin
Draw a penguin on yellow paper. Tell the children how they can do this: draw a horizontal
line at the bottom of the sheet. Then, draw an arch that connects to the ends of the line. This is
the penguin’s body. Draw its stomach at the bottom of the body. The stomach is the same
shape as the body. Draw a triangle for its beak and two circles for its eyes. Give the penguin
wings on either side of the body, and two feet.
The children fill out the penguin with torn bits of white and black glossy paper. The beak and
legs are filled with orange glossy paper.

A colourful parrot
In Jumping Penguins and Crying Crocodiles, find the page about the parrot. Ask the children
what colours a parrot can have. Give each child a sheet of paper. Let them draw a parrot using
brightly coloured crayons. After that, they can colour the parrot in. Give the parrot a beautiful
tail by gluing thin strips of coloured paper to its bottom.
Lesson suggestions written by Anke van Boxmeer and Els van Dijck
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